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news opinion

outnumbering the Indians and
flooding the pueblo. Some dressed in
ski outfits ("high altitudes assure
cool nights") and some came
equipped with thermos bottles of
warm liquids or with necessary
supplies of stupor-rending dope.
Beginning at midnight, ceremonial
dancing was to take place inside
various homes. Throughout the
evening, the public had filtered in
and out of the houses, most of them
securing a good vantage point for the
dancing. While the spectators were
anxiously awaiting midnight the
Indians were eating. Not wanting to
lose their vantage points, most of the
crowd remained in their spots and
watched the Indians eat. "The show
·hasn't started yet," one very old
Indian said to the crowd.
But it seemed naieve for the old
man to say that.

As midnight approached people
Inside most of the spectators
·pressed for the best seats in the stood in the same spot for several
house. While the pushing and shoving hours. Several times they encroached
was underway, many Indians were on the very small dancing area and
crowded into the back of the room were asked to move back. They
which was so backed there was no didn't.
room for the dancers to enter - a
Many whites seemed oblivious to
Zuni official repeatedly asked the their behavior. When a very old and
crowd to create a passageway: very short Indian woman tried to
"Please, please, or however you say weave her way through the crowd,
it." Trailed by a caravan of curious no one moved. One very hip looking
spectators, the dancers eventually girl who was in front of the woman
made their way to a hollowed out turned around, looked at the Indian,
section of the floor, which was the then looked away.
dancing area.
Tasteless comments like, "What
Outside the same thing was going are they doing now," or "They don't
on. Many Indians made no attempt look so poor to me" weren't even
to enter the house and clustered whispered.
around the windows to watch the
The Zuni trading post was open
dancing. Some had parked their the night of the Shalako. T.he money
pick-up trucks near the windows and made probably didn't compensate
perched themselves in the back of for the disrespect exhibited by, the
the trucks to watch.
public.

' ... After All, What's A Lithuanian Defector Between Friends?'

Public
Disrespect

Railroad Union Strikes While Congress Fumes

By DONALD FIN'LEY
WASHINGTON (UP!)- The immediately clear whether they
nation's largest railroad union too would strike. Their leaders
struck the country's railroads at said Tuesday they would honor
any congressional moratorium,
midnight Wednesday, as Congress
The walkout began as Congress
fussed and fumed over the final
labored
to pass a bill to delay the
version of legislation designed to
strike until March 1 and provide
delay it until March 1,
The strike, which started the unions a 13.5 percent interim
prematurely in many terminals, pay increase. A conference
began shortly after President C.L. committee agreed on a final
Denis of the Brotherhood of version of the bill at 11:35 p.m.
Railway and Airline Clerks issued EST, and a White House limousine
a statement one hour before the stood by to speed the final bill to
deadline saying: "There will be a President Nixon after it was
approved by both houses.
strike by BRAC."
However, final House action on
Denis' statement reversed an
the
conference bill was delayed as
earlier pledge to call off the strike
Rep.
Larry Hogan, R·Md., began a
if the delaying legislation also
speech
on the House floor in
included a 13.5 percent
defense
of
FBI Director J. Edgar
retroactive pay increase. He said
Hoover,
who
has been attacked
that was not enough, and it was
recently
by
other
congressmen.
the will of his members to go out
Hogan refused to yield the floor,
on strike.
and under House rules he could
Trains ground to a halt around keep
it an hour.
the country as they l'eachP.d their
Denis
said a 13.5 percent
final terminals. Many trains were
retroactive
pay raise proposed for
cancelled early, including some
inclusion
in
the delay legislation
passenger trains that could not was not enough.
have reached their final
"Perhaps it might sound big to
destination before midnight.
a
man
from Mars, but the men
The BRAC has 300,000
and
women
who work on the
members. The three other unions
railroads
know
that such an
involved have a total of 200,000
increase
is
not
enough
to give
members, but it was not
them wage parity with other

At Shalako

The following is testimony given
at the Aldo Leopold Wilderness
hearings Dec. 5 in Truth or
Consequences, N.M. I asked that it
be reprinted in The Lobo so that
others may understand her
arguments for not exploiting and
destroying all of our remaining
wilderness - Stephen Merrill, UNM
Mountaineering Club
By MARY LOUISE BOLSTERLI
When Aldo Leopold made his now
famous statement, "I am glad I shall
never be young without wild country
to be young in," little did he know
that the day would come when most
of this country's youth would never
have a chance to be young in wild
country. Wilderness is rapidly being
destroyed even in the New Mexico
that Leopold loved.
I am a native New Mexican. My
grandparents homesteaded in this
state before it was a state. My
childhood was spent on horseback in
remote areas of central New Mexico
exploring where few had explored
and where Indian ruins were left
untouched. The wilderness was
everywhere, and the feeling of being
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-Tlte
nation's railroads were shut down
by a strike today as President
Nixon pleaded with workers to
return to the job and a U.S.
District Judge issued a temporary
restraining order against the
strike.
U.S. District Judge John H.
Pratt of Chevy Chase, Md.,
dressed in pajamas and robe as he
held a hearing in his home, issued
a 10·day temporary restraining
order at 3:17a.m. (EST.}
.
A hearing on the order was set
for 9:30a.m. Dee. 18.
The new legislation, completed
by Congress early Thursday after
the strike had begun. Nixon
signed the bill at 2:10a.m. (EST.}
By then all four major unions had
struck.

Senate conferees then went to
work with House counterparts· to
work out minor differences with a
version passed earlier by the
House.
The Senate ordered a strike
delay until Feb, 6, while the
House set a March 1 deadline.
This difference will have' to be
resolved before a no-strike
resolution is sent to the White
House for President Nixon's
signature.
Both measures ordered rail
management to give employes
immediate, retroactive pay raises
totaling 13.5 percent-the same
initial wage boost recommended
by a presidential emergency board
that proposed a three-year
contract providing a total pay
raise of 37 percent.
The pay raise feature of the
partially imposed settlement on a
temporary basis, advanced as an
incentive for the unions to call off
their threatened strike, was
opposed in the Senate by
Republican supporters of the
administration, which favored a
simple strike moratorium.
Before the 54 to 31 vote,
Senators beat back two GOP
attempts to scrap or at least
reduce the pay increases. At the

.

same Lime, unlike the House, they
ordered Nixon to report lo
Congress 15 days before the
no-strike pe1·iod ends on progn!SS
in negotiations, proposals for
settling the dispute and a plan for
partial operation of the milmads
in the event a strike occurs after
Feb. 6.
Shortly before the midnight
strike deadline, union leaders gave
no hint whether they would
honor the congressional directive.
The U.S. Postal Service already
had ordered an embargo on
movement of all long distance
mail except first class and air mail,
and the Interstate commerce
Commission took steps to divert
passenger and freight traffic to
other carriers.
The White House stayed out of
the dispute, leaving it up to
Congress to propose a solution.
Nixon, powerless to take further
action under law, had asked for a
45-day delay in the strike deadline
to provide more time.
But the administration favored
a simple postponement of the
walkout that Labor Secretary
James D. Hodgson said was
"horrendous to consider," and
Senate debate grew increasingly
partisan as the night wore on.

NEW MEXICO

By DEANNE STILLMAN
"The public is invited to all
activities but no sketches or
photographs will be allowed," read
the leaflet distributed at the Shalako,
a Zuni festival which climaxes a
45-day ceremonial.
In true manifest destiny tradition,
the public attended, well

Bema

branches of transportation,"
Denis said.
Denis' statement came one
hour before the strike deadline
and only a short time after the
Senate approved a
moratorium·pay raise proposal.

Senate Suspends

NSA

Director

Hearing on Charges Scheduled Next Week

alone, absolutely alone in the from the power plants at the Four
wildness is a thrill I have never Corners. Tipton stated that "mines
gotten over.
add to the scene." Strip mining in
But I, like so many people in New Questa, just a few miles away, has
Mexico, took wildness and the taken off a mountain and has left it
wilderness for granted because it was raw. And everywhere in this state,
all around me. I, like so many people there are beer cans, the carelessly
in rural areas, thought progress thrown tissue and camera film paper.
meant mining, lumbering, building,
I am here today because I am
never realizing that the cost was concerned and because I care very
gouging, cutting, destroying. I had to much about what is to be left for the
live in Europe and in the Northeast tomorrows. I am a high school
to feel the overcrowding, the history teacher in Los Alamos and I
tenseness, the stark loneliness of city sponsor Students to Save Our
dwelling. I can't tell you how many Environment, an organization formed
times I longed to get away from to do just that. Some of my students
people. But I couldn't. No matter and I are making this round trip of
how far I drove from the city, there 500 miles to tell you that we very
were always signs of many- much want this Aldo Leopold
abandoned cars, plowed fields, Wilderness area, and we want it to
ripped out trees, a new subdivision include the total acreage of 231,737
going up ..
as proposed by the Wilderness
I came back to New Mexico - Los Society and other conservation
Alamos where I had previously been organizations.
living. It has been so wonderful to be
Too much of this wilderness and
back in this state. But even in the beauty of New Mexico has already
three years since I have been back, been lost to various economic
the following changes just in my area interests. Economic interests of the
of the state have begun to destroy few seem to come before the asthetic
our wildness.
and spiritual needs of the many.
Canoeing down the Rio Grande Wilderness seems to be what is left
river with challenging rapids will over after everybody takes what he
soon be only a memory as wants. I sincerely hope that this
the Cochiti dam tames a once wild doesn't happen with this proposed opportunity and to secure for them
river into an expanse of water for wilderness area. Even though I am the right - to be young in a wild
powered boats. The gentleman from delighted and grateful to the Forest country. As Wallace Stegner said, "It
a lumber company talked about Service for their proposal of 181,967 is a better world with some buffalo
multiple use being good timbering acres for the Aldo Leopold left in it, a richer world with some
practice which preserves our Wilderness area, I am at a loss to gorgeous canyons unmarred by
wilderness. And right now the Valle understand why some of the sign-boards, hot·dog stands, super
Grande in the Jemez Mountains is adjoining areas have not been highways, or high tension lines,
being logged into ugliness - that included.
undrowned by power or irrigation
once beautiful area which was so
It is my request that the Black reservoirs. If we preserved as parks
beautiful it was even being Range primitive area be preserved only those plaees that have no
considered for a national park. And along with the accompanying areas economic possibilities, we would
now, the view from Los Alamos suggested by the conservationists as have no parks. And in the decades to
across the Rio Grande valley to the the Aldo Leopold Wilderness. We come, it will not be only the buffalo
Sangre de Cristo mountains beyond citizens of New Mexico have a and the trumpeLer swan who need
is many times totally obscured from responsibility to those who come sanctuarios. Our own species is going
view by the particular matter coming after us - to provide them with the to need them too. It needs them
now."
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Coordinator Will

Fred Will, NSA Coordinator,
was suspended last night by
Senate pending a hearing on
charges of misuse of office filed
against him by Sen. Jeff Taylor.
The ht>aring will be held
Wt>dnesday e\'ening oefore Senate.

A&S Students to Vote
On Requirement Changes
About 2000 Universitv
College and Collt•ge of Arts & years of a language were taken by
the student in high school. The
Sciences (A&S} students will be
foreign language then would be
askt•d to vote on one 0f four
proposals concerning the A & S optional rather than requiring
four semesters as it is now.
group requirement;s nPxt WN•k.
15 hoUl's in the social sciences
One proposal suggPsts the total
is
also suggest!'d in Proposal 2
abolition of present n•quirPm(•nt.s,
with lhe transfer of history frorn
I e tLing mch major depar!.Jnent
thl' humanities group. Black,
decide its students curriculum.
Chicano, and Native American
The proposab were dPvist•d by
are also proposed under
the A & S Student Advisorv studies
thl' social sciences.
Bom•d which has been considering
The mathematics and natural
group requit·ement revisions since sciences would l'l?main basically
the beginning of October. The the same in this proposal requiring
four pmposals will appear on a a minimum of 14 credit hom·s,
questionnaire which will be The philosophy department
distributl'd by t>ach advisol'y
would add a course in logic in this
board memb<•r in his major proposal however.
depm·Lml'nt. The board decided
Proposal 3 contains the same
Tuesday that not all A & S
comse groupings as in Proposal 2
emollees will bt> sampled bu~ a
but reduces the minimum number
smaller sampling of upper and
of hours from 50 to 39.
lowN· division course students
last proposal suggests that
(abov(' nnd below numbered 299) theThe
prest'I1t A & S requit·ements be
will vote.
abolished, leaving each major
The first proposal on the
department to decide the required
questionnaire asks if the A & S
cou1·ses for its students.
requirements should l'elllain as
The questionnaire also makes
they appe!1!' in the 1970·71 UNM
catalog. This includes nine hours room fot· any additional proposals
of English, three to twelv<> hours and comes from the students
of a languag<>, nine hours of being sampled.
huma11ities courses, niJw in the
Results should Ill' tabulated by
social scienc<'s, and fourtt•en in the end of next W<'Pk, said studcnt
mathemaf;ics and natm·al scit•nct•s.
board chainuan Phil Crump. The
Proposal 2 l'equil'<'S about Llw tnbulations and p!'oposals will be
same number of hours as at pt·es<mlt•d to A & S Faculty
presently but with n ft•w minor
Committee II he said and later to
changes in each group. 21 hours the t•nLire A & S faculty for
would be requil·ed in humanities further consideration after the
with six how·s dl'ferred if th1·ee new yt•ar.

Thursday, December 10, 1970

Senate last night voted to
suspend the powers of NSA
Coordinator Fred Will pending a
hearing at next Wednesday's
Senate mPeting.
Sen. Jeff Taylor called for
Will's suspension pending the
hearing on the grounds that Will
misused his position as NSA
coordinator. Taylor cited Will's
allegt'd refusal to fil office
expenses and his endorsement of a
gubernatorial car•didate on behalf
of NSA.
The suspension is not a Senate
condemnation of Will but simply
a referral of his alleged activities
to a formal hearing, ASUNM Vice
President Frank Lihn pointed out
to the Senate.
Jon Facey, Student Court chief
justice, will preside over next
week's proceedings. Senate still
must decide who can conduct
business during Will's suspension.
In other business the Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
defending Municipal Judge Harold
Robbins. Sen. David Rigsby who
introduced the resolution called
for immediate student suppot·t of

Judge Robbins on the grounds
that he has defended students on
such matters as "police
harassment of hitchhikers." The
resolution stated, "We endorse the
measures being taken by Judge
Robbins to bring about a more
equitable police force."
In other business Senate
approved the appointments of 10
students to Yarious student and
student · faculty committees. The
following people were approved;
Donna Hammonds and John
Heide to Student Court, Robert
O'Leary to the Cultural
Committee, Tom Hogg to Campus
Planning, Bill Economou to
Popular Entertainment as
chairman, Guy Auld to the
Speakers Committee, and Eufelio
Vasquez to New Student
Orientation. Also approved were
Donna Fossum to the General
Honors Council, Lee Horner as
Attorney General and Bill
Bridgers to the Union Board.
A motion to immediately
establish a committee of three
Senators to investigate
discrepancies in the judicial

system in the women's dorms
failed and the bill was referred to
steering committee. David Rigsby
alleged that the judicial system in
the women's dorms was
"discriminatory."
Another bill which would
establish a flea market was sent to
committee. If approved the Flea
Market would enable students to
sell personal goods at a yet
unspecified location.
A resolution calling for the
establishment of a governing
council over the Child Care Center
was also sent to committee. If
approved the committe would
help govern Child Care Center
policies and would be composed
of members of ASUNM and GSA
and two Senators.
Senate also heard Pakistani
student Basharat Ali who
complained foreign students were
not given consideration as
residents for tuition purposes. Ali
urged Senate to support a
resolution introduced last night,
calling for residency to be
extended for tuition purposes of
foreign students.
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Backstage

Bob Walker,
applies make·up
judge in "The
opening tonight

UNM professor,
for his role as the
Deadly Game,"
at the Old Town

Lobo Jlhotu by Chu{'k Feil

Studio. The play, winner of
off-Broadway awards, will run this
weekend and next.

Exchange Program Offers Variety
By SANDY SCHAUER

the past spring semester at
Grambling College, an all black
college located in Grambling,
Louisiana, about 60 miles from
Shreveport,
"The blacks knew they were in
the majority, and you knew you
had to adjust to being in the
minority," said McSorley, There

"It was kind of an unsettling

thought (to go down there)
because I knew everyone was
black," said Frank McSorley, a
fanner exchange student at
Grambling College in a recent
Lobo interview,
McSorley, a UNM junior, spent

Time's A
Wasting

:b

. --.

didn't seem to be any resentment,
he added, and "there was no open
antagonism towards me!'
Out of 4·000 blacks at
Grambling, McSorley said, there
were only about 20 whites, eleven
of whom were exchange students.
Grambling is an all black
community of about 5000 and is
d-~.,_
located about 10 miles from the
predominantly white community
of Ruston, La,, he said.
"The college itself is quite
beautiful," said McSorley, "with
all the buildings done in red brick,
colonial style,"
Almost all the students live in
the dormitories because of a
Louisiana state law that says any
student who is under 21 and does
not live with relatives must live in
a dormitory affiliated with the
college he is attending, he said.
M c Sol'iey said the exchange
students were given some
defe1·ential treatment by the
faculty, staff and students at
Gq mbling. "The moderator
(counselor) of the dorm was
always there to help him when he
needed help, which was something
the blacks were sometimes
resentful of. We (the exchange
students) thought such special
treatment was detrimental to our
being there," he said.
During the college riots last
spring when three black students
were killed at Jackson State
College, Jackson, Miss., McSorley
said, "there was no hatred, only
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frustration," at Grambling,
Classes were called off for one
day in mourning for the dead
blacks, he said.
"I made a point of wearing my
Grambling sweatshirt. It was the
only time when I was there that I
was called 'whitey'," he said.
There is a larger pe1·centage of
Ph.D.'s at Grambling than at
UNM, said McSorley, The largest
class which he attended had 30
peopiQ. The small class si?.e is due
to the amount of Federal aid
Grambling receivt>s, he said,
"Dormitory living is real nice
and the people are quite
friendly," said Andrew Hickerson,
Grambling's exchange student at
UNM for th(• prt>sent sem(•ster.

Andrew Hkkerson

Hickerson, a senior majoring in
math, said the quality of
instruction at UNM is almost
similar to that of Gl·ambling.
"Pe•opl<' who come to
Grambling as exchange students
just fit into tlw college life.
"When you go to Grambling as an
exchange student you're tn•at<>d
as someone special," Hickerson
said about the trC'atment given to
exchangt' studl'nts at Grambling.
Hickerson said, "You havt> to
go to class every day at Grambling
but hl're its diffl'rt>nt-seems likt>
you pay your money and then
make tll(' most of it."
Therl' is a Louisiana law which
says that any student at a slate or
Fl'deral supported higher
education institution must attend
every day of elass unless vet·y ill,
and for e'Vf,'ry day which is missed
for which thl're is no acce•ptable
excuse, 1.ll('n there must be a
penalty of one letter grade,
Both McSorle•y and Hickerson
said the UNM·Grambling program
is a "good program."

The UNM-Grambling I.'Xchange
program is Onl.' of two currently in
operation, said Richard Fosco,
assistant dean of men and head of
the t>xchange program.
The Rl'Cond program is an
<'Xchangl.' with the University of
1\Im;sachusetts (U Mass) in which
ten stud(•nts are sent to U Mass
and ten are sent here from U
Mass. In the Grambling program
two students are supposed to be
St>llt to Grambling but McSol'l('y
was the only one to go last spring.

Taken at
UNM Photo Service

"Students can attend any of
ilw institutions in the exchange
pt·ogram at the current in-state
tuition rate for their home
college," said Fosco. 'fhe stud(•nt
pays his tuition at his own college
and tltc•n goes to the college• which
he will be. attcmding for tlw
sPmrst<•r.
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Cambodian Nationals Say Gov't Will
'Win the Peace'

Two Cambodian nationals
representing a private committee
of Cambodian intellectuals spoke
at UNM Dec. 8, about how the
Lon No! government will "win the
peace" and "re-establish the
neutrality" of Cambodia.
Sok Thong Doeung, director of
the research department of the
Technical University of Phnom
Pehn, spoke first to some students
in front of the fireplace in the
Union lobby.
Doeung enumerated four
background points before areas.
beginning, first, there is "not now
Doeung said North Vietnamese
or ever was a secret war" in and the Vietcong would leave "an
Cambodia, second, the national ru·ea just before the visitors arrive
assembly did not "overthrow the in that location, leaving no trace
as they went."
established government."
He said the people support the
"There was no coup d'etat in
April of this year. The present government and cited
government elected in 1968 is still large numbers of people seeking
ruling the country," Doeung said, to join the Cambodian army but
He also said Amel'ican troops being turned away "due to lack of
"did not come to help Cambodia
until one month and a day after
the communist intervention by
the North Vietnamese and the
Vietcong,"
"We then called for help from
all nations of the world according
to the Geneva accords of 1954,
and we received aid from only the
South Vietnamese and you," he
said.
Fourth, Doeung said Sihanouk
was only a figurehead as chief of
state, and his ouster was not an
overthrow of the elected
government.
Doeung, and Lay Nguon, of the
Ministry of Industry, then
answered questions on Cambodia.
''The South Vietnamese use
some of the four million
Cambodians" who live in their
country in their army, not
Cambodian nationals, Doeung
said.
Doeung said intervention by all
groups was "against official
government policy" except in the
case of the United States' May
intervention, which the
government requested,
"We were completely against
any interference in our internal
policy thus when we turned to the
south it was like choosing
between the wolf and the tiger,
and we chose the wolf," said
Doeung.
Nguon said, "Our main goal is
to achieve neutrality for
Cambodia, and it car1 only be
achk•v<•d through a standing army
forev(~r. ' 1
"This action will not hurt our
e•eonomy to any great extent and
in fact it might help. We• could
The good ship Lollipop
d issolve•d in a puddle of
pt>ppermint today when
Un<>x p<>ctE'd heavy rai11 squalls
struck.
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grab bars fot• wheelchair users

funds."
belittle it in the eyes of the
"We could have one million
world," he said,
men and women under arms right
now if we only had the money
Nguon said his father "used to
and the a~·ms to support them," drive a truck for the V.C, to gain
Doeung sa1d.
money to live on before our
"The people demonstrated recent trouble. I went to high
against Sihanouk's actions with school in Cambodia then traveled
only the communist nations and
to this country on a Fulbright
not the western nations that grant to study,"
wanted to help," he said.
Doeung was educated at a
In discussing events combined French and Cambodian
surrounding the U.S. intervention High school. "Later I went to the
Nguon said, "Some Cambodians U.S. on a Fulbright grant. It is
did kill their South Vietnamese because we know this country
neighbors over a long standing
racial issue, but the action was not
as wide spread as the press led the
world to believe."
"This action was against
government policy. It was the
communist who used this
approach to 'put down' the
Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
Cambodian government and
ltoiJuA SoAdmch0s
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OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Un iverslty

266-3232
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Earmo
It's frightening.
That we can race toward the stars
And total annihilation at the same time.
That technology puts them both equally at our disposal.
Never before has man presumed so much
Or prevailed so much over his environment.
And yet all of his marvelous achievements have done little
To help him understand his relationship to other men.
That's where you come in.
You have to make it better.
It is not an easy task.
But you have no other choice
If man is to survive.
You are our life insurance.

Non-slip floors (non-skid
wax is available)
Lower fountains and public
telephones for wheelchair users
SEE WHAT You CAN Do TO
MAli:!<: YOUR GOIIIMUNITY

Mom> Accgssmw
TO l~VE!tYONI•J

Member. The Phoenix companJes

NEW MEXICO LOllO
'l'hur~day,

FUN

FUN
I. I

Handrails on all stairwaysextending 18" beyond top
and bottom steps

IliA GHAPTim
PARALYZim vg•rrmANS
OI•' AMI!JHIGA
265-7(M!J or 2<i5-01 G7

that we were chosen to come. We
both taught here for a while and
all our degrees here; I went to the
University of Florida and Lay
Nguon went to the University of
Denver and the University of
Colorado," he said.

H!'rember 10, 1970
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'Hitchhiking American as Apple Pie'

Compliance Required
Several student organizations at
UNM may be in jeop~rdy of losing
their charter according to a memo
recently released by ASUNM Vice
President Frank Lihn.

Police Asl( for Robins' Dismissal
downtown
CENTRAL
at SECOND

"We the undersigned members
of the Albuquerque Police
Department are in complete
agreement that Municipal Judge
Harry D. Robins should quit."
That is the text of a petition
currently being circulated among
the officers in the Albuquerque
Po I ice Depa1·tment. It has
reportedly been signed by all but
about six of them.
The petition arose following a
remark Robins made to the effect
that he would resign if all the
police officers were against him.
The remark was quoted in a local

ninety-seven
WIN ROCK
Center

TWO LOCATIONS:
SIB CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENiRAL S.E.
255·0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Age Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.
Ph. 243.0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Opnn. Adult Books,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter ArcadeAdmission $4.00 (Movie)

newspaper and the police decided
to "call his bluff", said Lt. Joseph
Sutton.
When asked if he would indeed
resign if the petition was signed
by 100 percent of the police
officers, Robins replied, "of
course not!"
"I made the remark facetiously
and the newspaper and the
policemen shouldn't have taken it
seriously," he added.
The entire question relates to
the municipal judge's recent
conflict with patrolman Robert
Moody and James Webb and their
attempts to have Robins
disqualified from all cases
involving them in Municipal
Court.
Patrolman Moody filed an
affidavit in Municipal Court to
disqualify Robins from hearing a
case involving a woman he
arrested on Sept. 29. Judge
Robins refused to grant the
disqualification affidavit in
yesterday morning's session of
Municipal Court.
The policemen's claims include
"harrassment" of them in Robins'
courtroom and his ruling that
Albuquerque's vagrancy and
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kapy karner

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
specie I rates far dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUilDING oth~r locati~ns.in Win.rcxk Ce~ler,
247·4406
Nolronal Bu>ldmg & 120 Made~ra NE
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The Majestic Solitaire .

• •

Nothing is os elegant..... as Special. .... as a beautiful
Diamond Soiitaire. The Diamond shows and sparkles to its
best advantage, And from a practical view you spend more
on the Diamond and less on the mounting . . . . . a wise
decision. Both stores are ready to serve YOU. . . . .....
F. D. FOGG and Company.' Jewelers

hitchhiking ordinances are
unconstitutional. Both these laws
are used by the police force,
especially Moody and Webb, as an
excuse to hassle people and search
them for drugs, claimed Robins.
He added most of those arrested
were "long-haired students at
UNM."
"Legally, they have no right to
continue arresting people on these
laws," Robins maintained.
"They're trying to circumvent
Supreme Court decisions that
limit how you can search a
person," he added.
The judge said the state law
prohibiting hitchhiking refers to
"state highways and freeways"
and the city has added "and
adjacent to" in an attempt to
include the sidewalk.
''As far as I'm concerned,
anyone raising his thumb on the
sidewalk on Central Avenue is
getting ready to pick his nose,"
said Robins. He said the state Jaw
attempts to stop the dangerous
practice of cars stopping on the
highway to pick people up that
might result in a deadly
high-speed accident. Pulling over
to the curb on Central is not the
same situation, legally or from a
safety viewpoint, tlw judge
believl•S. Hl• stressed the fact that
the city could appeal his mling to
District Court, but has so far
chosen not to do so.
An AlbuquNque patrolman,
who asked to remain unnamed,
said only about 15 officers on the
entire force ever arrest<>d anyone
for hitchhiking, except on the
freeway. HowevN·, he said, "I
don't think Robins has the right
to tell a policeman not to ('nforce
the law."
Robins countered that he isn't
telling anyone not to enforce tb('
law, but he isn't interested in
seeing any mon~ people arrested
and brought into his courtroom
charged under laws he has ruled
unconstitutional.
"Hitchhiking is as American as
apple pie," the judge concluded.

Melvin Laird Says
Abortive POW Raid
'Was Not a Failure'

atdoes ..
apart•nent ltvtng
1iave that the
College Inn doesn't?
Housecleaning
Dishwashing
Scrubbing
Dusting
Grocery shopping
Cooking

Ft. BRAGG, N.C. (UPI)Defense Secr<'lary Melvin R. Laird
said Wedn(•sday the abortive raid
on a prison camp nPar Hanoi last
month mav hav<' be<'n a
disappointmen-t, "but it was not a
failure."
Laird mad<' tlw slat<>nwnl aft<•r
flying hen• to dl'corate 07
scrvic!'m!•n who look part in the
Nov; 21 raid on the prison but
found that it no longer held any
American prisoners.
Aft!'r personally pinning on thl'
medals, Laird looked at the men
and said, "I knew-as these men
did-that there was a chance of
disappointment and evt•n of
failure. The mission to Son Tay
was, in one respect, a
heartbreaking disappointment.
"But it was not a failure. For
these men who went to Son Tay
showed the world that we will not
forget or abandon the lonely and
suffering Americans who are
prisoners in Southeast Asia."

Lihn stated in the memo
campus organizations were not
abiding by Law 94, which
stipulates all organizations must
file the minutes of their meetings
with the ASUNM secretary.
Student organizations using
UNM facilities must comply with
the bill, or the organization's
charter will be nullified by the
student government. Any
organization failing to file ~he
minutes in two consecutive
meetings will "result in recission
of the charter", the memo stated.
Photo..; hy Chuc•k }1'(>il

Colleen Roche, as Esther, chats
with her doctor brother- in -law,
played by Larry Bruskas, as Barry
Payne looks on as Soloman in
Rodey Theatre's "The Price."

What Price?

Fine Performances Save
Miller's Play 'The Price'
Arthur Miller's not my main
squeeze. He may be considered an
important social critic but moral
debts, the depression blues and
pl'ople who haven't made a move
for 50 years of their life don't
touch me as much as other things.
However, Rodey Theatre's
production of Miller's "The Price"
still pulls it out in the second half
with some fine performances from
Barry J. Payne and Tony Bruskas
and finishes with a more than
satisfactory feeling.
Running from Dec. 9-13, "The
Price" centers around the conflict
between two brothers who meet
for the first time in 16 years in
the attic of a condemned
brownstone which used to be
their father's place around the
time of the depression.
One brother, Victor Franz,
played by C. Robert Graham, is a
50-year-old policeman who is
about to retire from the force and
is basically constipated. I-Iis wife,
Esther, played by Colleen Roche,
hasn't done an interesting thing in
her life either. Esther aspires to
the finer things in life likl' "doing
what everybody else does" and
"taking a vacation to see all of
those out- of- the- way places."
Victor is frightened to make a
move and th!' early part of the>
play is full of recriminations and
soap opera dwellings on what
might haw been, if.
Since th<> attic is about to be
torn down, the furniture must be
sold. Victor bas called in a 90 vear - old Yiddish furniture
appraiser. Gregory Soloman,
played by Payne. Soloman, who
"picks up the pieces," believes "if
you want to do business, you've
got to believe." The old man has
it covered from all angles because
he realizes "everything i~ just a
viewpoint."
The key here is viewpoint
because the crisis builds when the
other brother, Walter, a wealthy
and successful doctor, played by
Bruskas, enters. The conflict
revolves around the fact that 28
years ago Victor gave up a
promising medical futme to take

care of his father who was ruined
in the market crash and was
blown away by the loss because
he took it so hard.
Walter, on the othe1· hand, left
the old man and pursued his
career as a doctor. Recriminations
fly thick and fast as Victor
accuses Walter of being an SOB.
But Walter reveals that the father
had $4000 hidden away and
didn't really need his sons' help at
all. Vic has played the sacrifice
game and failed. And as Walter
says, "we invent ourselves to wipe
out what we know."
So Soloman gets the furniture
!jt his price and the Franz family
learns the price of success,
ambition, failure, fantasy and
making a choice.
What does keep the play
moving is some fine performances
from the actors who played the
furniture appraiser and the
successful brother. Soloman's role
is tricky because Payne could have
over-emphasized the Yiddish
accent or any of the "lovable old
man" characteristics. But he is
subtle and light enough to keep
the old man spry and believable.
Walter's role is the sleeper in the
play because he is convincing as
the ambitious doctor who has a
nervous breakdown but manages
to bounce back. His eyes and
movements are successful and
thus his character is authentically
successful.
Victor's role appears to come
on a hit too petulant.
Esther's problem is that she
lacks enough dimension as a
character. Roche does little to add
any depth as she seems to have
one expression for pained
realization and one
movement-standing forward on
her toes about to fall over-for
attentiveness to her husband's and
brother-in-law's lines.
James Price is to be
congratulated for the fine set.
Perhaps the play is best
summed up by Soloman's closing
line: "Good luck-you never
know until the last minute."
Aaron Howard
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POETRY READING

BESMILR BRIGHAM
Honors Center Lounge
December I 0 8 P.M.
GSA~ASUNM

Poetry Series

STEREO COMPACT
60 Watta, FET, JC, FMtAM Stereo Receiver • Profess1onal
· PE 2010 Automatic Tumtable • PldH.mng V·15/AT-3 Cartndge •
Diamond Stylus • Duslumatie Brush •
Sl'ECifiCAiiONSo l'owcr Output ! • l dBJo 6(1 watt• '' 4 ohms: 50 watts q

8 ohms • Harmonic !listorllon 0.8% • frequency P.esponse· 20·30k Hl • 2 dB

• Power Bandwr~th IIHF): 2!l·20k Hz • Senstlrvrty ;IHfl• 2.5 tN • CaPWre Ralioo

4 d£1 • Solect!Vrty (IHfl: 35 d!! • St~reo Separatron: 3() d6 at tk llr • OJ men·

slons: 17'.4" W, 8" H, 18'' 0 • 30 lbs.

paper flowers
pinatas
10% student
discount
mail order anywhere

less Speakers $269.95

Wifh pair of 8" Acoustic Suspension
Walnut Speakers reg. 50.00 each

La Pinata
#2 Patio Market
Old Town, Alb.
242-2400 open 11-9

only $329.95
3011 Monte Vista NE
255-1695
Near Girard and Central NE

OPEN FRI. NITE 'TILL 9:00 PM

PRESIDENT -VICE PRESIDENT
ELECTIONS
Run for office in Graduate Student Government during spring regis~
tration. Get applications in GSA office, room I065 New Mexico Union.
Filing deadline 3 p.m. Jan. 6, 1971.
MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD AT UNM

1100. San. Mateo .at. Lomas. N.E.
shop Mon. thru Fri. 10 AM-9 PM,
Saturday 10 till 6

1100 Shop

Gil's University Gulf
We Now Have Some Vacancies.
If Apartment Living Has Got
You Down, Come By and Move In!

Sebring J lair
Design for Men

265-9881

2608 Central N.E.

SPECIAL

The College Inn
Unsurpassed for college living

303 Ash NE

TG.t011f~t;;).a!Ar1

Expert v;itg Ilair Design

No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Sprays, Ileal·, or Other
Sissy l'nt Ons

Phone 243-2881

For Appointment Call

Gulf Crown Tires
4-Piy nylon cord
Fiberglass Polyester cord
78WT as low as $33.95

HEAD-ON STYLE
the new "CANVAS" look
It's fashion,. not fad. Bold, not brassy. Quality you CAN
afford, at the 1100 shop • • • this gift perfect Jacket in
natural color, with buckles on each pocket. Fully lined.
Full belt.

''

11lu.a fax

sizes: 700-13 thru 775-15
$19•95 r•lus t~x

2 ))"0 1 (>(,

HO·f Crn!ml AI'C. S.K
(z lllk. E:1.1t of S:w JIJ;~tco)
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NEW MEXICO LOBO ·

825~14thru 845~15
'l'hursday, December 10, 1970

$21.Y,gtnx
Page 5

Bowls Don't Get Best of Crop
Bowl Lime is rolling around
again in America and the rustle of
the already fallen leaves (that
includes money leaves, too) is
getting louder.
The Lobo contacted UNM
Sports Information Director
Eddie Groth about the rumor that
a WAC team, Arizona State, was
forced to purchase 10,000 tickets
to the Peach Bowl (in which the
ASU football team will compete).
"I think it's a standard
procedure," said Groth of the
query. He said the purpose of it is

both as a guaranteed income for
the bowl committee, and
insurance that the traveling fans
will have a seat.
"It's getting so complicated
anymore as far as bowl games are
concerned," Groth said. "Look at
the teams that are going to bowls
this year. It's not just the best
teams go like it used to be." Some
of the teams going to bowls this
year don't even have an .800-plus
percentage for the regular season.
But the bowl committees must
consider what kind of income is

r

Lobos Try /or Five

involved when they invite a team.
Groth said the prospective
51,000-seat Fiesta Bowl in
Phoenix can offer good climQte
and recognition to some of the
Rockies teams. He said that it has
great potential.

The Lobos are off and running
but face the task of playing· three
games in the span of six days
starting with Wayland Baptist
College here tonight and followed
by Northern Colorado here on
SEA
Saturday and then a trip to
Students for Environmental Lubbock for a Monday game with
Action will have a work meeting Texas Tech.
at 7:30 p.m., Dec. 15 at the
Coach Bob King's Lobos got
Ecology Information Center, balanced
scoring Monday in
1417 Central NE. All those who
Denver
defeating
University of
signed up to man the office are to Denver 86-78 the
to
run New
begin doing so Dec. 21.
Mexico's early season record to
4-0. Sophomore John Johnson
The military tank was invented rimmed 29 points to lead UNM's
by an Englishman named Swinton attack and move up to second in
in 1914.
scoring behind pivot Willie Long.
Johnson is averaging 15.5 points
per contest while Long is at 21.5.
'$CASH$
Long has now become the sixth
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Lobo ever to score over 1000
Blood Plasma Donors Needed. I
points in a career. He now has
10Q7 cru:eer points to jump to
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTE:R
fifth
on the. all-time list and is
1307 Central N.F..
Tues.-Sat. 8-5
expected to pass both Ron Becker

(1010) and Ira Harge (1016)
before the week is out.
Wayland comes to the Arena
tonight with a 4-3 season record
after winning last week's Sui Ross
Invitational with wins over
Lubbock Chl'istian (79-63) and
Sui Ross (87-76). Sophomore
guard Charles Fuller earned the
MVP honors. in the Invitational
and is averaging 15.7 points per
game. Anothe1· sophomore, 6-5
Pat Shelby, is leading the Pioneers
with a 19.6 average followed by
6-4 Eddie Malone at 13.4.
Wayland set a school single
game scoring record early in the
season when the Pioneers downed
New Mexico Highlands 124-106
hitting 46 of 62 charity attempts.
One of the three losses was to
defending WAC champion
Texas-El Paso, 65-50,

WITH MAX SHULMAN

Constitution
Campus groups wishing to talk
about the upcoming revision of
the AS UNM Constitution are
asked to contact the ASUNM
offices at 277-5528, and leave
their name, when and where they
hoI d r<! gular meetings, and a
phone number where they can be
reached to set up at time when an
ASUNM senator may speak to the
group.

Food Sale
Las Chicanas will be on the
Ml:lll today selling tortillas,
sopaipillas and biscochitos.

-·

(By the author of Rally Round the Pla~. Boys,., Dabfe GitliiC ..• tfl\)

Economics, and Other Unsolved Crimes

First
Prize
.$10

YOU CAN EAT
IN fiVE MINUTES
ONLY $1.00

..

Letting Go
Gordon Andrews, architecture
lecturer, will lel:ld an expel'imental
w?rkshop in which participants
will create their own art forms
ranging from drawing to body
movement. Sponsored by Letting
Go, it will be held at 8 p.m., Dec.
11 in the Union ballroom.

IJ

Incense
Leather Goods
Taos Moccasins
Beadwork

~

]

Plaza Primurosa ]

associated students baohstore

Loan Deadline
The deadline for the New
Mexico student loan program has
been extended to Monday, Dec.
14. Applications can be picked up
in the Student Aids Office, and
must be turned in by 5 p.m. on
the 14.
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OPEN

9-B

J{cst~u,-~,_.,t
::'\ow Has Fresh
Homemade

~IZZfj

S.E. Corner Old Town Plaza

Wed. & Thur. 5 p.m.-midnight

10% Discount 11Jith UNM ID

PhOil'! 2liG-Jf)OO

- . ----P--

301

Cornell SE at Lead

$5

TIJUANA TACO
TACO EATING CONTEST
B:30 P.M. DECEMBER 11

Offered Only at North Campus Tijuana Taco
1830 Lomas N .E.
(At the Corner of Lomas & Yale almost)

Come by. See what we
have before the last minute
rush begins. We're conveniently
located, of course, iust downstairs in the Union.

John Johnson
IIEIIi!llllllllllll!II!III!IIIII:I!II!IJIIIIIIIilll:lllt:!lllllllll'lllllll!llllll!llllill!illrmll!ilrrlillll!l

Calling U

We honor yourMaster Charge

J:rlll!IEtlll!llllilll:lllllllillll!ffilmllulll::m:rm:n:nmmmmnHmrmmrr;mu:mJI!I:n:
Thursday, Dec. 1 0
Speaker's Cotnmittce; Union, room

and BankAmericard accounts.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

230; 4:30p.m.

Gamma Gamn1a Si~ma; Union, room

231-D; 6:30p.m.

.

Christian Science Organization;
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
Lobo Cycling club; Union, room

D.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

25D-A; 7 p.m.

Spurs: Union, room 231 A-C; 7 p.m.
Alpha !'hi Om(•ga; Union, 231·1-:;

RATES: 7c. Per word. 20 word mini\VIIEREt Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) Per tfme run. If ad is to
201i, afternoons preferably or mall.
run five or more cons~utive days with
no chnngeg the rate is reducad to Ge
C1n.ssified Advertiaint~
per , ..,.ord nnd the minjmum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
\vords to 10.
Albuquerque, N.ll!. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuJJ prior to insertion oi advcrtia~mcnt.

7:30p.m.

GSA~Guidance

and

couns~ling;

Union, room 129; 7:30p.m.
Pt•acc Corps: Union, room. 253; 7:30

A

E.

p.m..

MASH; Mesa Vista, room 1056; G
p.m.
Annette Chakcrlan, "Humam• Rights
Are God GivL•n Rights," Bah a! student

1)

NE; 7 p.m.
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We at Miller Hiuh Life Beer are brewers, not economists. But this
much we know about supply and demand: you demand ureatjlavor in your
bct•r; we supply it-Miller, the Champagne of Beers.
·

CHRISTMAS PARTY, 'fhursdny 12117.
~:00. BYOD-=Susy and Jt"awn's "hou.SC'...
12/16
NJo;W YE=A:-:R=-cS::-:I:::N:-:cM::E~:X:::I=:C:-::Oc-:CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Special Students Rates."
Leave December 27. Cnll 344-0545 .••
243-4866 ••• 344-0931. 12/11

The U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
says a thick, broiled lambchop
weighing •1.8 ounces contains <17
percent wat<•r qnd 400 calories.

NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must b~
in by 3 tJ.m. to run th~ following day.

2)

·Christmas Special

435 San Mateo NE
256-7241

SHOW HER YOU'RE NOT
CLOWNING AROUND

Hoffmantawn Shoppi11g_ Center
296-0311

Textured finish diamond bridal sets in
14 karat gold. A. $500. B. $595.
C. $425. D. $300. E. $250.
F. Man's ring, goes with all sets, $35.
We're in Show Business.

Complete recqrding, re·
pair and installation facilities. Thousands of tapes
to choose from. Listen before you buy!

Divided Payments Arranged.

BonkAmericard/ Master Charge

5)

WANT TO HEAD three times faster? Raise
grndcs-eut study time. Evelyn 'Vood
Reading- Dynamic-s: 12/10

"The Prict"." Rodl'}" Th('alcr;
University The!at(·r~ 8:15p.m.: studt~nt
admission~ SL

New Tape Deck
Mini 8 $69.95
Speal•ers, installation, and
five tapes of your choice
$75.00
Regularly $129.95

PERSONALS

\VANTED J Graduate '"taman to share a.
bedroom hou~e with graduate woman,
sec o n d l'icmc>stcr. $60/month 111us
va of utilitic..,. own food. No ])C{s. Call
26~-21i71. 12/16

assn.; Union. roo1n 250-C: 8 p.m.
Handicraft group I Christmas
auction; Dames Club; 6000 Northland

It all boils down to this: when there is a great demand for a product, there is a great supply on the market. When there is a small demand, there is a small supply. Take, for example, knee-cymbals. You
walk into your average American middle-sized town today and I'll
wager you won't see more than eighty or ninety knee-cymbal vendors.
That's because the demand is small.
\Vith Miller High Life Beer, on the other hand, you'll see a greai
supply because there is a great demand. And of course the demand is
great because the beer is great. And, mark you, I'm not asking you to
take my word for it. Prove it yourself with this simple test:
Get a can or bottle of Miller High Life and pour a few ounces into
an empty vessel-your roommate, for example. Observe how his jaw
un~facks with pleasure, how the torpidity leaves his tiny eyes, how he
drops his yo-yo and whimpers for more. Could mere words tell you
one-quarter as well what a great beer Miller is? Of course not.
"Great," in fact, is the single adjective that describes Miller Beer
best (except possibly "wet"). Indeed some people are so overcome with
admiration for Miller's greatness that they can't bear to drink it. They
just sit with a glass of Miller in hand and admire it for as long as ten or
twelve years on end. The makers of Miller Beer are of course touched
by this reverence, except of course for Clyde R. Greedy, the sales
manager.
But I digress. Adam Smith, as you know of course, was followed
·by David Ricardo. In fact, he was followed everywhere by Mr. Ricardo.
He finally got so annoyed that he summoned a booby, as British
policemen are called, and had Mr. Hicardo arrested. (This later became known as the Humboldt Current.)
Upon his release from gaol, as British jails are called, Mr. Ricardo
married Thomas Robert Mal thus and one night over a game of whist
they invented the stock exchange, or chutney as it is called in England.
Next, economics spread to France (carried, some say, by sheep
ticks). The French, however, never really got the hang of it. At first
they tried using omelettes as the medium of exchange. When this
failed, they tried Edith Piaf records. When this too failed, they flew
into a fit of pique and dug the Suez CanaL
Well sir, I guess you know what happened next. Economics came
to America, John Kenneth Galbraith fought his famous duel with
Aaron Burr, Gresham's Law was repealed, al:ld at last came the happy
ending. Today, I am delighted to report, any American boy or girl, no
matter how rich, can afford to dress like a pauper.

has dozens of gifts to help you
with your Christmas Shopping!

Second
Prize

at the
As you know of course, economics is often called "the dismal
science," but not because it's dismaL Oh mercy, no! In fact, it.'s a laff
riot! It's called "the dismal science" only because that's the name of
the Englishman who invented it back in 1681-Walter C. Dismal.
Mr. Dismal, curiously enough, wasn't trying to invent economics
at all. Actually, he was trying to invent plankton, but as you know of
course, Max Planck beat him to it. (This later became known as Guy
Fawkes Day.)
And so spunky Mr. Dismal went back to the old drawing board
and stayed there till he invented economics. Then tired but happy, he
rushed to Heidelberg University to announce his findings. But, alas, he
arrived during the Erich von Stroheim Sesquicentennial, and naturally
everybody was yodelling and couldn't hear what Mr. Dismal was saying. And so, alas, he stank back home and died, old and embittered at
the age of 11. (This later became known as the Black Tom Explosion.)
Well sir, after Mr. Dismal, nothing much happened in Europe unless you want to count the Dardanelles. Then in 1776 Adam Smith of
Scotland got tired of the cough drop business he had started with his
brother and published his famous Wealth of Nations (or Moll Flanders
as it is generally known as) and the world came to realize what a jolly,
uncomplicated subject economics really is.

CAMPUS BRIEF§

Poetry Reading

The GSA-ASUNM Poetry Series
will present a reading by Besmilr
Brigham at 8 p.m., Dec. 10 in the
Honors Center Lounge of
Zimmerman Library.

ALL THE TACOS
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CAR
KJo;Y ON RING behind Hokona Hall.
Room 205, Journnlism. 12/15
LOST: BLACK PUPPY...:\:=vi'"'th:.::.._w:-ht:-.tc-ch:-e-st
.nrirl front paws. Reward 1 1340 Mtllbcrry
SE. 12/14

I~OST: BROWN Prc.•::;crjption glnsse.-c:;, hlnrk
rase. Return to SUD c1onltroom. 12/10

SERVICES

Ollon l\!on. 12/14 10 :30"5:30 and the rest
o( the Wec>k !J :30~5.30, 213~0003, 12116

NEW DAMAGJo;D COMPONENT SETS
with Garrard changer, amplifier and four
speaker system. $59.95 each. Also Used
consoles, so]id state with BSR changm•
nnd foul" speaker s:vstem-·S50.95 each.
(Terms nvnilnblc). UNITED Jo'REIGHT
SALES, 3920. San Mateo NE. 9-3 Mon.Fri. Snt. until 6. 11/23

TYi>ING SERVICE IBM Electric. Renson:
ablo Rates. 9809 Salem NE. 296-8340.
12/17

FORRENT

TRADE NICJo; $60 n]lt. for nirot· npt. or
house. 242-3096. Doth m•nr UNM. 12111

USJo;D TV's-nll styles. $15 Ull. 441 Wyoming NE. 255-5987. 12/11
1-1 NI<~\V ZIG ZA·::n~s:;-c"'"'-:-,in.::cg=-:-J'vlc-n-cch'"'i-n('-s-,-,.:-:-ith
fuJJ fndotl"~ ~:tunrnnt~c>. NntiotJnJiy nd\'et··
tised ht-and to be soltl for 835 eaC'h,
1\lonlhh..- JlnYm<'nts avnHnble, Th~e mn·
£•hit\M mny hr" in"ll(lc-tl."(l in wnrC'hou.sc- ttl
UNITED I·'Hl~IGler BAI.,Jo;S, :HI2f1 San
.Mntt•o NE. o. o Mon .... J.'ri. Sat. Until li,

FORSALE

FIR!'

Mindlin

YAMAHA 305, rec~nt Pnrdn~ ovcorhnul. Hicl;
..J.t:...l:~_:t~rocintc, 268-140!!. 12/15
AMPgX 85 PLA YI.:R/Rl•:COR!ll~R 4-trnrk.
Alcr<'ot'lliC'l'OPhOn('S and nntrh <'Drtl with
two ri./5 walnut rnsC'rl: !'lpc•nkcl'R ah~o Pan ..
agonic, Auto Turntnbi(I, SlRO.OO m· h(' ..:;t
orrc-r. 21i:3-2:Jll4. 12112

Jewol(!rs Since 1919
314 CentralS. W. ·Albuquerque

Student
Accounts Invited
Downtown Mon.-Sat. 9:30·5:30

Page 6
NI~W MBXICO LOBO

TWO NEW PICKBTT eloct;:;;nic sihlc t·ulrt;:
$19.95 caeh. 200 2636. 12/14
NEJm IlR~iA.-D: 350 BSA.~ rrirerl to .~,:
. $160.00. RiiR·0755 or 2GH-~87l. 12/14 .
t!lliH HONDA :li>O ~tl'cC't hi1u•. Vct•y J!ood
('t.mtlltion. 847r>.oo. 2Hfi.. HOitl, 12 ,.16

S"wjng- Machine to he sold on fh-.st ('Om<>.
first :-;('rn:d ba~is. S3•LOO <>a<"h. UNITJ•;D
FREIGHT SALI~S. 3U20 San lllatco NK
~~fon.-Sat. Until G on Sunday. 12 '111

YASIIWA- MAT twiu len.; reflex. Kodnk
S-10. Rndio-phono console. 26S-9524.
12/10

COLI.gGI~ INN HARBgllSHOP wi"lll;e

BLUJo; JEAN BELLBOTTOMS. We've rtot
them now I Lobo Men•s Sl1otl; 2120 Ccnral S.E. 12/15
woo"'n:-,'-P-,il-1o_n_,~oak-& cedar. n';;Y!t
from a student. Call 242·8170, or ~776320, evenings. 12/lR

...•

;:So;-L'::lG:':H::cT~L:CY:7"-:SC:C::::R:cA-:T:-:C:=H:::Jo;::::.D--I-97~·;g

FOR SALE OR TRADE-1958 Jaguar 3.4.
Neerls •ome rePnir. 266-3955. 12/14
PJo;ACJ> SYl\!IlOL. F;:;;;;t'-Lic<!Ilce~
Spi'end the good word. $1.75 eat'h. 10~(
difi(>ount on 50 or more. Georrrc C. Kimhnll at Nnsh lllagnetic SiJ:n <'n. 311 A
Washington S~). 12/18
·

I,OST NEAR ASH & GOLD SE., Irish
Setter pup. J:i'l(!a. coiJar-lnrge rewnrd.
842- 9417. 12/10
"

5)

I•'IVE 197! COMPONENT SJo;TS. 150 watt,:
with professional series. Garrard chnng-(•r
with l"Ucing device and antislmte control.
T'"'eh·e speaker air suspension system.
A!\ol!J<~.M multip1!!x rndio with S<·ratch and
rumble filters. United Freight Sales~ ~~21J
San llfateo NE. 9·9 lllcn.-Sat. Until 5 on
Sunday. 12/10

20 FOOT TIP! LINgn, ozon, waterproof,
llnmeproof. New $176.00. 248-4765. 12/912115
DALl\1'-:A-::T:::I::cON:c.:-:P:-:U::cP::cP::::I:::Jo;:::S:-:-w-::ilc-1-,h:-o-,.ld:o-t"""ill
Christ'!'~.:J.G-2975, Bosque Farms. 12/14
HARRIS TWJo;ED SPORT COATS-$30.00
each. Brand New Arrivals from England.
Also, l•~abulous Gift.q From Far Away
Places. lo'recd Company, 107-1st NorthWl'f't, Albuquerque. 2/10

STOLJo;N WALLgT &!.D."•. No questions:
Mirhnd ChiCle, 710 Goltl S.Jo;. or bring to
Lobo office.

·I)

1\!INI W ASiiiNG machine. AJ:itnte5 omaii
lond~. Plu.t!s into wall. $20. FUl-'!1~-fcmnl<•
PUPPi<'s. Give her one for Christmas. R77...
2731.

BE TH!i: HIT of your C'bri,ftn:lS parti.,;
with funl\Y hand-made threads from
India. Dressl'S $10 up. Limited stJpp)y.
_ Call Ram, 266-278o. 12/14

LOST & FOUND

S T 0 L g N, EXCELLJo;NT LONGINgs
Ultra-Chron wrist watr1t, Sunday 6th.
Thf~f might try to sl'Jl on campu!:l. Plt'ascrontnct Hill Baker, 296-4026.
,

3) ,

FOR SALE

-

BAHY~I'l'TBR WANTED, Adornhle a ,.,..
old. Ncar UniY. 255-023~. 12 ·1n
'

,.
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ASUNM Senator Dave Rigsby's
request that a Senate committee of
three be established to investigate
the judicial system in the women's
dormitories has again forced Senate
to review an area in which they have
no purview.
Rigsby's bill to create the
committee was sent to Senate
Steering Committee over his
objections. He had asked that Senate
consider the bill last night, rather
than next week because of the
urgency of the situation. Rigsby
alleged that Indians are being
discriminated against by the judicial
boards in the women's dorms.
If a resident of the women's

dormitories has a complaint with
either referrals or standards boards,
she may take it before Women's
Coordinating Council (WCC), which
is made up of all hall presidents. In
the event that the resident feels her
treatment at the hands of wee is
unfair, she may ask Residence Hall
Council (RHC) to make an
investigation. The next step is to
take the complaint, if RHC's
performance is unsatisfactory, to
Housing Committee or any of the
housing deans.
Rigsby, instead of asking Senate
to take action, should have sent the
women to one of the existing bodies
which could handle their complaint.
If the women felt their treatment

was still unfair after they h_ad
exhausted all other avenues, the vice
president for student affairs should
be called in. Senate, after all, has no
juris diction over. judicial or
behavioral problems m the dorms.
The most Senate could do, which
certainly would not satisfy the
aggrieved, is slap the wrists of those
in command. Any one of the other
bodies on the other hand, could
take ~oncrete steps which would
rectify the complaints.
Steering Committee, in view of
the judicial avenues available within
the dorm system, should ignore
Rigsby's out of hand request.

Zimmerman Library Called 'Fire Trap'
. "If anyone. was caught in the upper floors of the

E

Sarah Laidlaw
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Letters:
Seeds of Racism
To the Editor:
The seeds of racism and injustice
have been sown and spread in this
country for too long. The black man,
Chicano and native American have
been massacred, enslaved, stepped-on
and abused for too long. The mural
depicting the three cultures of New
Mexico in Zimmerman library is
another example of the perpetuation
of the superior attitude on the part
of the "Anglo."
The degrading symbolism is
apparent and as long as this and
other forms of racial discrimination
are left untouched and not talked
about we will never solve our
problems of crime, poverty, war, the
broken human spirit, etc., and we
will never have a free society for all.
Regardless of the artist's cultural and
racial attitudes or his interpretation
of the three cultures in New Mexico,
the Chicano and native American at
this time-now-today-find this
painting very derogatory. When this
country's middle class, super
patriotic citizens and the power elite
and whoever fits into this category,
with their smug attitudes toward
ethnic groups find it in their minds
to respect and consider our feelings
as humans, things will change.
When government policy
(University administrative policy
included) and ·connoisseurs of art
think more of money spent on
repairs for this painting rather than
of human feelings and the
psychological damage inflicted upon
these ethnic groups, society is in a
.bad situation. We are people too.
Read up on real history and find out
about your fellow homo
sapiens-we've made contributions
to this country and the world. Teach
everyone some of our history in
"everybody's" schools, we helped
build this country also. We pay taxes
for our schools, we deserve all
freedoms just like you. Will you give
up your power struggle? Our
people-the third world people-the
underdogs (los de abajo) will not
remain non-vocal or in-active much
longer. Ya basta!
Emiliano Aranda
LAS in Trouble
To the Editor:
Unfortunately for Albuquerque,
its Legal Aid Society (LAS) is
presently a victim of "cutthroat"
politics. In reality, it is the poor
segment of our population that is the
victim. Many remember the legal aid
controversy last year which resttlted
in the withdrawal of financial
support from our United
Community Fund (UCF).
· This support usually came as a
gift - in - grant amounting to
$25,000 annually. Since this

E

X
donation is no longer forthcoming,
the LAS is now faced with the task
of raising this amount from other
sources if its program is to remain a
functioning part of our community.
However, this places the LAS in an
embarrassing situation since its
members are not professional fund
raisers and thus lack the expertise
needed for such an activityTheir only appeal is to the citizens
of Albuquerque who feel that
effective and equal legal
representation is a right, not a
privilege. LAS has proven that this is
their only objective. We pledge
support to this organization, and,
sincerely hope that the student
body, faculty and administration at
this University do the same.
Alexander N. Pattakos
Richard I. Harris
Defense Budget
To the Editor:
80 percent, 36 percent, or two
percent of our tax money is too
much of an allocation for a defense
budget! It seems to me· that grown
"intelligent" men should be able to
iron out their differences in a
manner that would preclude the
necessity of "power based"
· bargaining.
When disasters such as occurred in
Pakistan take place, and when you
have people existing miserably in
every part of the globe, .apd you
insist on being concerncd with
defense budgets, ICBMls and B-52's,
then it is time that a nuclear holocast
occurs so that the universe may be
cleansed of this wretched earth. The
only thing that makes nuclear war
more horrible than the war in
Vietnam or more horrible than the
suffering of deprived human beings is
that if we had a nuclear war, the pigs
who profit from these conditions
would be put out of business.
Antonio Garcia
Mural
To the Editor:
Much has been said pro and con
about the dgfacement of the mural
in the library. Though we · do not
necessarily support the method by
which the objection to the mural was

expressed, we do understand and
sympathize with the negative
reaction to the painting.
At the time, the artist probably
intended to portray an idealized
relationship between some of the
ethnic groups of New Mexico.
However, at the present, this
painting can be easily interpreted as
showing a patronizing relationship,
which we feel is offensive.
Signed, Mary Lou Hall, Beatrice
Carasso, Velma McConnell, Floy
Barrett, Sandra Aguilar, Carolyn
Tucker.
Badies
To the Editor:
"Las Chicanas," in a letter printed
in The Lobo Dec. 1, stated that
"Indians and Mexicans joined arms
in many bloody revolts against
representatives of Manifest Destiny"
and implored us to read New
Mexican history to verify this.
Perhaps "Las Chicanas" should
reread the history of the Southwest
before picking out incidents to base
arguments on. If one does, in fact,
read the history of the Southwest it
will be found that Mexican
forbearers, the Spanish, conquered
the Southwest just as the whites did.
. The native Indians opposed both
invaders with equal zeal.
The Spaniards invaded before the
white man did from already
conquered Mexico leaving a trail of
Indian blood in their wake. They
enslaved and exploited the Indians of
New Mexico and the Southwest as
much as whites exploited and
enslaved the Negro. The Spanish
destroyed entire cultures, such as the
Inca in Mexico, and were renowned
for their "insane cruelty" and "evil
nature.'' The Indians were murdered,
oppressed and robbed by the
Spanish. And for what reason?
Simply out of lust for wealth and
gold. These people . were not as
innately good as "Las Chicanas" and
related groups would like us to
believe.
· The Southwestern Indian wasn't
innately good either. They were
c o n tin u o u s 1y at w a r w i th

neighboring tribes and dealt out a
great deal of cruelty and oppression
also, only on a smaller scale. The
white man, it is true, committed
astounding and grievous crimes
against both the N£'gro and the
American Indian and, to a smaller
extent, to the Chicano. In history
Chicano forbearers were invaders just
as forbearers of the whites were.
Neither, at that time, held any
rightful claim to the land they
occupied but nevertheless stayed to
build and raise families. But this
generation of Spanish descendants
cannot be held responsible for the
actions of those who preceeded them
any more than this generation of
whites can be held responsible for
the · actions of their predecessors.
There is not a single race, I dare say,
that hasn't seen both sides of human
nature.
The implications of the mural in
Zimmerman library, either social,
political or whatever, is no excuse to
destroy it, just as the political or
social views of an individ'ual is no
reason to destroy him. (I am not
accusing "Las Chicanas".) It seems
that these groups of people are
embracing the very things they were
once opposed to. They ·claim to be
against racism, but in their rhetoric
·they continuously attack the entire
white race regardless of the fact that
a great many white people are as
devoutly in to the war against
repression as they arc. Most of these
groups tend to react from an
emotional level rather than a rational
one and because of this they are no
more sincerely motivated to reaching
a just and fair solution than an
enraged mob is.
To ever achieve the goals we have
set for ourselves we must first
become rational and stop emotional
rhetoric and emotional actions
because they ·court disaster. This is
an old line, but we do havH to work
together. Distorting thH truth for any
causH is a gross mistake. Only seemg
what you wish to see and telling
what you wish to be heard are two
reasons we are in this situation
today.
James R. Parkey

Photo by Chuck Fell
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What would he do if there were
a fire? The stacks in Zimmerman
Library have been labeled a
"death
trap"
by University
librarians. The facility has never
been inspected by city fire
inspectors. Windows in the stacks
are bolted shut to prevent theft of
books.

Zimmerman Stacks

c
0

Zimmerman Library stacks during a fire he would be killed "
said Norr!s _Maxwell librarian, after Lobo inquiries fom~d
s~veral bmldmgs on campus had never been inspected by the
frre department or were termed "fire traps" by Walter Lewis,
campus safety director.
Zimmerman library exemplifies the type of fire hazards
present in several UNM buildings. Maxwell said "due to the
stacks' soli? but unplanned construction by the WPA in the
late 1930's, it has inadequate fire evacuation routes and
facilities. With its ventilation holes on each floor the place
would burn like a bessemer converter."
'
Escape from the stacks in case of fire would be made
difficult by unlit staircases located in different places on each
floor. The windows were sealed shut years ago when students
would toss books out to their friends. A dumb waiter next to
the ancient elevator also provides a fire feeding draft to all
·
floors of the stack tower.
. A~though the new part of the library has emergency
h~htmg ~n~ ~asy escape routes, the.> older portiop does not.
Air conditlonmg vents contribute to the fire hazard in. the
stacks by being a floor to floor pipeline for killing smolw.
. Maxwell is in the proeess of formulating and posting a
library emergency evacuation plan but he said, "our firf.'
alarm system consists of someone running from floor to floor
yelling 'fire.' "
Lewis added to Maxwell's comments on the Zimmerman
sta_cks. He said, "The thing has been a problem since it was
bmlt. It's one of those things you keep your fingers crossed
abo_ut. There isn't even a sprinkler system there. It seems
until recently the books were considered more valuable than
human life since sprinkler water damages the volumes more
than fire might." Lewis and Maxwell expressed deep concern
over students who smoke on the stair landings in the stacks
and feared one flippantly tossed cigarette would cause a blaze
that could easily burn or suffocate many people.
Zii?merman's _f~e prc:>blems are not because of neglect by
the library adm1mstrat10n. T~e entire campus has felt the
money squeeze especially this year and both Lewis and
Maxwell complained about the lack of funds available to
properly construct campus structures with fire preventative
remodeling.
(please turn to page 9)

Nixon: Bombing Resumption Possible
If North Vietnam Fires at Reconnaissance Flights
WASHINGTON
(UPI)President Nixon warned Thursday
night he would resume bombing
of military sites and supply lines
in North Vietnam if Hanoi had
developed - and appeared ready
to use-the capability to interfere
with the withdraw} of U.S. troops
from South Vietnam.
At a nationally televised and
broadcast news conference, the
President said he intended to
continue unarmed reconnaissance
flights over North Vietnam. He
said he would orde1· warplanes
flying with the reconnaissance
aircraft to return firt:> from the
ground to destroying not only the
air - to - ground missiles and
antiaircraft batteries, but the
military installations around
them.
If
the
continuing

reconnaissance flights find "that
the
North
Vietnamese
are
threatening
our
withdrawing
forces, or developing a capacity to
threaten them... , then I will
order the bombing of military
sites in North Vietnam," Nixon
said. He said this would include
supply lines.
"At a time when we are
withdrawing it is vitally important
that
the
President
protect
American forces," he said.
The President said he was
issuing the warning to clear-up
"misunderstandings" about the
informal agreement put into
effect when the United States
stopped the bombing of North
Vietnam in 1968.
"I trust that is not necessary,"
he said of this threat to renew the
bombing.

Nixon responded to a question
about whether the bombing !'aids
staged on Nov. 22 by 250 U.S.
fighte1· bombers represented a
subtle change in U.S. policy in
Southeast Asia.
Nixon
said
that
former
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
former Defense Secretary Clark
Clifford and former Ambassador
Cyrus Vance all stated at the time
the bombing was halted in 1968
that it was being done with the
understanding
that
the
reconnaissance
flights
would
continue.

Ni...::on said the United States
was prepared to undertake a cease
fire
over the
Christmas-Tet
holidays in Vietnam "on a limited
basis."

.

But he said North Vietnam had
turned down a prolonged cease
fire during the holidays.
Nixon also backed up Secretary
of State William P. Rogers'
statement to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee that the
United States has no intention of
sending ground combat troops
back into Cambodia.

Rail Clerks' Union Agrees
To End Nationwide Strike
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
striking rail clerks' union, faced
with a $200,000 - a - day fine,
agreed Thursday night to t'nd a
nationwide walkout that had
thrown movement of passengers,
fn•ighl and Christmas mail into
chaos for 1H hours.
C.L. Dt'llis, the leader of the
l'ebellious union who had dtopped
from sight sinet• tht• nationwidP
1·ail shutdown began, reappeared
and announced he was ordering
his membership back to work
after the railroads and the
government
promised
"expedited" contract bargaining.

~'
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"I now order my people to
return to work immediately on a
temporary basis pending final
determination on our dispute,"

Friday, December 11 1 1970

Denis told a news conference at
the Labor Departme11t.
His
announcement
came
shortly after U.S. District Judge
John H. Pratt held the clerks'
unim1 in contempt of court and
gave it until midnight EST to
return to work or face a daily fine
of $200,000.
But Denis made it clear his
back - to · wol'k order was only
h~mptwary. He indicated he might
order his 200,000 members back
on strike if contract negotiations
arc not productive by the end of
the stl'ike moratorium voted by
Congress early Thursday.
Congress ordered a delay in the
rail strike until March 1. Denis
said
fede1'ally
mediated
negotiations were getting under
way immediately.

Photo by Chuck Fell

On Strike

In Albuquerque, members of
the Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline
Clerks
picketed
the
AT&SF yard as part of a
nationwide strike. The union
agreed to go back to work late last
night ending the possible threat of
mail tieups.

